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Aqualung dive computer i550 manual
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2627 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 i550 is easy to use , a durable and versatile diving computer that is perfect for both new and flavored divers. Equipped with comprehensive features such as gas integration, Nitrox and Gauge modes, backlight technology and gas time left in the easy-to-read,
large face console, it allows you to focus on diving. The i550 is an easy-to-edit, optional quick fix for convenient storage, and a top-mount compass, making this pc a safe choice for your dive kit. Features: 3 operating modes. Air, Nitrox, meter (with timer) User variable battery and data retention. Maintains settings and calculations between battery changes
Gas integrated. The pressure in the tank is easy to read on the large face screen. Our patented remaining gas-time algorithm provides calculations in real time, allowing accurate gas management backlight. Easy to read in low light Other main features: Sound alarms and high visibility LED warning light for additional safety The pre-dive design feature allows
you to preview planned dives The user's updated software gives access to the latest features and update (Must buy optional charging cable). Water activated (starts automatically) Automatic height adjustment ensures accurate profile One button access to the last dive screen (maximum depth and base time) History mode includes the total dive, Maximum
depth, total diving hours and lowest temperature Nitrox mix 100% O2 Optional deep stop with timer Extended Range Gauge Mode Salt or freshwater dive selection Easy to use with DiverLog software on Mac or PC platforms , which allows you to manage settings on all dive computer settings, view log and profile information, location, add notes and other
information, and save and share photos and videos. DiverLog must be purchased separately ediverlog.com Options Compass Quick disconnect Charging Cable What is in the Box Digital Instruction Manual Paper Safety Reference DiverLog Quick Reference The redesigned Suunto DM5 related to lens protection allows you to download dive logs for further
analysis and download detailed diving plans to your dive computer. For owners of Suunto EON Steel and Suunto EON Core, DM5 offers screen customizations and firmware updates. Diving design has become easier with the DM5. can be downloaded for free. Suunto DM5 is available in English, Dutch, French, Finnish, German, Japanese, Korean, Spanish
and Chinese. It supports the following diving computers: Suunto EON Steel, Suunto EON Core, DX, D9tx, D6i, D4i, D9, D6, D4, HelO2, Cobra, Cobra2, Cobra2, Cobra2, Vyper, Vyper2, Vyper Air, Vyper Novo, Zoop, Zoop Novo, Vytec, Vytec DS. The minimum operating system requirements are: Mac 10.7/Windows XP Download Suunto DM5 for free here:
Windows For Mac Visit the help section or contact us The most important review All critical reviews› N Woinarowicz3.0 5-star it's okay, but not what you expect for almost 500 bucks. Rated in the U.S. on June 17, 2019 I have used a computer for about 15 dives now, and here's my finding. First of all, the compass is absolute rubbish. Quite a lot to use. I've
used a lot of compass both in the water and on land. I replaced my compass module with a much better one from a different manufacturer, and it works much better. I trust my compass underwater, so this is pretty important to me. Secondly, the temperature reading is off. It reads a full 5 degrees colder than my other computer, which is confirmed by several
temperature readings on my other friend's computer. So another blow against it. Despite these things, the computer seems to be working well. The display is comfortable and big and easy to read. Depth readings and barometric pressure readings appear to be accurate. And their PC software for diving recording seems to work. Finally, I probably should have
spent the money on Shearwater Perdix AI and had a much more robust unit. But to be honest, it's more than double the price, but it has a lot more features. The i550 is defined by its rugged and straightforward approach to an easy-to-use console. The i550 is an easy-to-use, durable and versatile diving computer ideal for both new and flavored divers.
Equipped with comprehensive features such as gas integration, Nitrox and Gauge modes, backlight technology and gas time left in the easy-to-read, large face console, it allows you to focus on diving. The i550 is an easy-to-edit, optional quick fix for convenient storage, and a top-mount compass, making this pc a safe choice for your dive kit. Check out aqua
lung instrumentation collection collection
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